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Energy transport experiments were conducted at liquid helium temperatures on ternary sin$e crystals (host/guest/
supertrap, i.e. C,oH,/C,oD,/beramethylnaphthaIene-d,,) at guest concentrations of SO-99% and very low (about 10-s)
supertrap concentrations. The relative supertrap to guest steady-state fluorescence _givesa measure of the exciton

percolation probability (migration to the supertrap). The onset of efficient transport is observed at about 85% C,,H,,
compared to about 50% at higher supertrsp concentrations bearing out the kinetic nature of the transport (e.g. dynamic
percolation). The wealth of data are iuell fitted by an effectively two-dimensional

percolation formalism containing a

singleparametercf “coherency”, i.e. an exciton mean free path (in nearest neighbor lattice units), extrapolated to the
pure crystal (naphtharene). Our result gives about IO’ or more correlated hoppings (retaining directional memory) and is
consistent with linewidth information and with time-resolved studies.

1. Introduction

* Present address: Department of Physics, University of
Crete. Herakiion. Crete, Greece.

sionality, etc. will depend upon the concentration of this particular component in the crystal.
There is good evidence [3 l-38,43] to suggest
that formaIisms which do reccgnize these clusterization effects are advantageous for the
description of transport properties and
mechanisms_ Percolation theory was applied to
molecular aggregates [2,3 11 only recently. In
this approach it is usuaILy necessary to first
derive the cluster distribution for a binary
system via a Monte Carlo simulation technique.
This gives the size and frequency distribution of
clusters as a function of topology, extent of
interactions, and the binar; concentration. The
special algorithm [42] that made these calculations possible within a reasonable amount of
computer time and memoryspace opened the
way to new methods, as for example the
accurate determination of critical exponents in
critical phenomena [4&j, and details of energy
migration in excited states [32]. For the latter
situation, which is the focus of this paper, it is
advantageous to consider a ternary system,
where the concentration of the third component
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The topic of energy transport in disordered
systems has certainly attracted a great deal of
attention during the last decade [l-7], but
especially during the last year or two 1%301.
Many new theoretical and experimental
approaches have been reported. In all this work
it is now accepted that the system of interest is
made of donor sites and lower ener,? acceptor
sites (supertrap). In more refined studies a third
component is introduced with still higher
energy: the host (while the donor is the guest).
Most of the above mentioned theoretical
approaches do not take into consideration the
local heterogeneity of the disordered systems,
which is of primary importance even for
randomly mixed crystals with two or more
components. In a substitutionally random mixed
crystal each component forms several sets of
groups or clusiers whose size, shape, dimen-
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lower thvl the other two, 2
physically reasonable situation when this
component serves in the role of impurity trap
(supertrap sensor, acceptor) molecules.
Theoretically this wzs done by deriving an
analytical Form incorporating the resulrs of
simulations on binary lattices, rather than by
inserting r third species into the computer
simulated lattice. For the ternary systems in this
study we identify the three species as host,
guest; 2nd supertrap iattice sites. This sequence
is one of decreasing energy for the first excited
state (singlet or trip!e?).
The guest species is the Fart of the lattice
where excitonic energy transfer is taking place
and is being monitored. Obviwsly, only at high
guest concentration is energy transfer possible.
The presence of the higher ener_e host (inaccessib!e to energy transfer) overshadows all
scattering contributions from defects, impurities,
surfaces. e?c; also variation of its concentr2tion
resulrs in v2ryin.g the amount of scattering in an
essentially controlled manner. The supertrap is
still higher in concentration than any other
impurity or X-trap. Thus, 211interference by
trapping from unaccounted species is neutralized. It aiso serves the purpose of sensing and
registen’ng ali excitonic energy that is trapped
by it.
We chose the well known naphthalene system
for our experimental invesrigatlon, where two
isotopic species serve as host and guest (C,ODB
and CIOKY,respectively), and a slightly different
molecule. beta-methylnaphthalene
@MN), is
the supertrap species. This ternzn-- system has
been we!1 studied for both singlet and triplet
exciton transport [33-35.431. We report here
on our steady-state study on this system. Time
resolved studies are described in part II of this
series.
In a recent series of papers information has
become availab!e [36-381 on the mode of propagation of a random walker on random lattices.
This includes the long range correlation of
random walks, hitherto called “coherence” 2.
We present here our model of transport for a
mixed three-conponen:
system which is based
on the consideration of random walks on the

largest percolating cluster made of guest sites.
We also show results of experiments designed to
test our transport model, and we treat
“coherence” as an adjustable parameter. Much
has been recently written [j-7] on ways of
estimating coherence, including the experimental observation of the exciton-phonon coupling
by measuring the zero-phonon linewidth [5-71.
However, the interpretation is quite ambiguous
(e.g., due to the inhomogeneous linebroadening.
the experiment will provide only an upper limit
to !). We present here a somewhat different
approach to this problem.
In section 2 we describe the experimental
apparatus used together with the technique of
crystal growing and establishing the crystal
concentrations. In section 3 we develop the
formalism based on percolation considerations
and show how it is applicable to our experiments. In section 4 we discuss temperature
effects, and finally in section 5 we discuss the
validity of our results and conclusions.

2. Expedmenaal
Several mixed naphthalene crystals were
grown using chemicals from Materials Limited
(C10H8, specified at 99.999% pure), and from
Thompson-Packard and Merck, Sharp and
Dohme (C,,D,, specified at 99 atom % D). All
materials were zone refined. The main impurity
in these crystals is beta-methylnaphthalene,
BMN, which was present only in the CloDa (in
the deuterated form) but not (detectably) in the
C,&& which was chemically more pure. The
crystals were grown using the Bridgman technique_ The chemicals were mixed in clean glass
tubes, where they were subjected to several
cycles of melting and degasing to assure that all
foreign gases were removed before the tubes
were sealed under high vacuum. After thorough
mixing to achieve homogeneity they remained
2-3 days in the qstal grower where the moving mechaGsm was stopped at critical stages to

better anneal the crystals. Finally, the sealed
tubes were broken off, the crystals cleaved
along the ab plane, mounted on a strain-free

steel sample holder, and immersed in the
cryostat.
The apparatus used for all experiments is
shown in fig. 1. The sample is in the cryostat(CRY0) at point S, in liquid helium bath for
the 4.2 and 1.8 K studies, or in liquid nitrogen
for the 77 K studies. The source of light was a
high pressure Xe lamp (1600 or 2300 W
Hanovia). Radiation was properly filtered [39]
before focusing cn the crystal with lens systems
L. Lll and L2. The spectrometer is a CzernyTurner double, 1 m, scanning Jarrell-Ash, model
number 25-100, with a resolution of 1 cm-’

(first order, at 30130A). The detection of the
dispersed signal is via an ITT MO13 tube at
position PMTI. The si_gnai monitoring is done
with an SSR photon counter, model 1110. A
Westinghouse Fe-Ne hollow cathode lamp is
used for calibration, in position FE via a rotating chopper (position CH). The signal is then
digitized using a home-made analog-to-di$al
converter [40], and fed to a Kennedy magnetic
tape recorder, at TRI, where it is recorded for
permanent storage_ A new, revised. and extended software package [41] is used for the analysis
of data that includes operations such as
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Fig. 1. Instrumental block diagram. SSR - photon counting amplifier and discriminator, PMT1 - ITT NlOZ photomultiplier,
CH - PAR model 125 chcpper, JA 25-100 - JamelI-Ash 1 m double Czrmy-Turner spectrometer. PMr2 - RCA 1P28 photomuttiplier, SSR 1110 - digital synchronous computer and photon counter. TRI - tape recorder interface, T - Kennedy model
1600 incremental tape recorder, R - Houston Instruments Omniscribe daal-pen recorder, TRIG - trigger circuit, A/D analog/digital converter for PAR 162, PAR 162 - boxcar averager, FE - iron hollow cathode calibraticn lamp. SCAN Molectr~n
DL400 scar!
control.
TEK 7904 -Tektronix 500 ,MHa oscilloscope, X - high pressure Xe arc lamps (1600 W),
Ar’ - Spectra Physics model 54 Ar ion laser, M. BS, L - various mirrors, lenses and beam steerers, CRY0 -liquid helium
immersion cryostat, HN - Spectra Physics He-Ne alignment laser, DL-IOO - Molectron pulsed dye laser, L!V 1000 - Mole&on
n&oxen laser, Table - 5 ton steel-plated concrete table.

smoothing, dcspiking. condensing. calibrating,
concatinating, integr,zdng. etc.
The sample ccscentrations were estimated
from the weights of the materials mixed. ?he
BMN impurity, due to it.5 low concentration, is
a little more difficult to estimate. Mass spectra
were used to verify the CJ-Is/CloDS ratio, and
absorption spectroscopy was used to establish
the BMN content. A typical BMN spectrum is
shown in fig. 2, together with the absorbance
spectrum calculated from A = -log(l/IOj for the
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crystal having 30% guest concentration. A
standard was established for estimating the
molar absorption coefficient, and thus we were
able to come to an estimate of the actual BMN
concentration in the samples. Tabie 1 includes
the absorption data results, and an average
BMN concentration calculated from all the
crystals, each one properly weighted according
to its &-,I& content. As the SMN (perdeuterated) originates from its “natural abundance”
in the commercial CloDB sample, its concentration should be proportional to (1 - C,)_
Greater confidence can be attributed to the
average value, rather than to each individual
sample,
in view of the difficulties encountered
with such low concentrations.
The fluorescence spectra were taken at liquid
helium temperatures (4.7 and 1.8 K) and the
emission was monitored for the different
components. There is no emission from the
CloDtr species, as has previousty been
established, because it decays rapidly to the
lower entcgy CJ-& guest. The “0-0” guest
species emission is not strong because it is very
weakly allowed and also reabsorbed. We therefore use an intense vibronic band (“O-512”) to
monitor the guest emission, and compare it with
the “O-O” band for the BMN emission. Also, by
monitoring a vibronic band, we avoid the problem of reabsorption of emitted radiation in the
bulk of the crystal, as would be the case with
the “O-O” band of naphthalene (but not the “O-

Table I
BMN concentrations

Fig. 2: BMN absorption spectrum of 30% CI~H~/C~~D~.
Absorption sp~~.~rn (oottom) of the 3036 guest concentration crystal. 3.4~ IO-’ mo!e fraction BIMN. at 4.2 I;. 7?1e
BMN WI band is seen -It 3Xi A. The absorbance spectrum
is a!so calculated and plotred(topj, u;ing the standardrelation A =-log &‘I,). The integrated intensity of this band is
used to determine the composition oi the crystal in most
cases. Sometimes :he absorbance peak heights were also
used to check for veritration. AU calculations houxver were
done consistently.

and averages

C,

Cancenrration from
absorption spectra

Average

0.99
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80

3.7 x 10-s
7.0 X iOe5
5.6x lo->

3.4x
1.7 x
3.4 x
5.1 x
6.8 x

KP
10-s
1o-5
10-s
10-s

0.70

7.1x W

1.0x10-‘:

0.60
0.50
0.40
0.30

9.2x
2.6X
1.8X
2.4 x

I.lX
1.7x
2.1 x
2.4x

1o-5
IO-’
lolo+

lo-”
IO-;
10-j
lo-’
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0” of the BMN, because of the low concentration). Finally, the “O-512” band happens to
fall close in energy to the “O-O” of BMN, so it
is an ideal comparison band. Fig. 3 shows some
of these spectra at 1.8 K. The low energy
component is the guest vibronic band, while the
high energy one is the supertrap emission. One
sees that as C’, goes up the supertrap emission
increases at the expense of the guest emission in
a clear trend, even though the traps absolute (as
well as relative to guest) concentration
decreases, something contrary to “analytical
chemistry” intuition. The same idea holds for
fig. 4 where the 4.2 K spectra are shown.

3. Percolation and energy transport
The concentrations of the host, guest, and
supertrap species are C,,, C,, and C,, respec-

FREOUENCY ICil-11

Fig. 4. Fluorescence spectra at 4.2. K. Some typical spectra
at l.2 K showing the percolation behavior. These spectra are
similar to the ones in fig. 3 but at higher temperature.

tively. As mentioned earlier,
c,<

1.

(1)

For a finite crystal it has been shown [31] that
the probability of supertrapping P, is given by:
P, = 1 - (I- /z,JC~N)~=‘,

(2)

where N is the size of the lattice, nz is the size
of the largest

cluster (maxi-cluster)

on which

both

the transfer and trapping are assumed to
occur, and n, is the portion of the !at:ice in
that cluster that has carried excitonic energy.
Only in the limit of very efficient transfer can
we substitute:
n, =m.
FREIIUENCY

[Cfl-11

Fig. 3. Fluorescence spectra showing the percolation
behavior. Some typical spectra of four crystals at 1.8 K with
concentrations as marked. One can observe the rise of the
BMN intensity at the expense of the C,,H, intensity as the
guest concentration goes up. For the complete intensity
ratios see table 2. Some minor features that appear in the
spectra are att;ibued to isotopicimpurities presentin the
crystais.

(3

This is the case for a long es&on lifetime
and/or large exciton interactions and et?icient
supertrapping, implying that all the available
guest sites in the largest cluster have sampled
the excitonic energy. Eq. (2) also assumes that
supertrapping occurs for every arrival on a trap
site, i.e. the supertrapping efficiency is unity.
The largest cluster m determines the actual
terrain where energy transfer is most efficient
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and measurable. From a topological view it is
the percolating cluster and it is first formed at
C, = 0.59 for a square <two dimensional) lattice,
at C, = 0.3 1 for a simple cubic (three dimensional) lattice, etc. Thus, considering a square
(two dimensionalj lattice, the usable C, range is
C, = 0.59- 1.013.For the most general c&e the
trapping probabiiity is:

ize Z to the same BMN concentration for the
whole guest range (last 3 cclumns of table 2).
For a large PJ, the term K’s/n,,, +o;) in eq. (2).
Also P, becomes the experimental quantity 1
(as previously discussed). Therefore, by
expanding we have:

P,= P,[l -(I -nmlC,N)“=.3+Ik~C,lC,,

For another concentration
corresponding:

(4

where F, is the probability of a guest site
belonging to the largest cluster, and IX,, is
the reduced average cluster size [&lj. Here the
second term represents the correction to the
probability due to the coniributions frcm
smaller clusters.
We use the information we have on II,. m,
and P, from the random and correlated walk
simulations on binary lattices to estimate the
trapping prcbabikyy, Fs. Experimentally, the
relative ratio of the C,,,H,/BMN (guest-supertrap) intensities is also indicative of the fraction
of ener_q stgpertrapping. Remembering that
BMN is about 400 cm-! lower in eneru_y than
the CuIHa guest. ii can be seen that if energy is
supertrapped by the BMN !ow lying level, and a
radiative dissipative channel is considered, it
will eventually emit from this level. Therefore,
practica!ly all of the BMN fluorescence indicates
excitons that were able to “find” the low
concentration component, be trapped by it and.
being unable to detrap, eventually fiuoresce to
the ctystai ground electronic state. We define I
as the reiative trap emission:
I = I&,+

r,, = Is&,

(5)

where Is is the fluorescence observed from the
supertrap, and I, that observed from the guest
molecules. The quantity I measures the ability
of excitonic

energy to find the supertraps,

during the lifeiime of the excitation, and it is
equivalent to the cakulated quantity P, which
was defined as the probability for supertrapping.
Table 2 ccntains the experimental results of the
fraction I in terms of eq. (5). Since BMN plays
the role of the sensor, in this case it is important for comparison purposes that it stays
constant

for all crystals. To do this we normal-

I = P,[ 1 - exp (-C,n,,/C,)].

(61
C: there would be a

I’= P,[l -exp (--C&/C,)].

(7)

Eqs. (6) and (7) are coupled through tt, and
their simultaneous solution yields:
T/P,

= 1- ( 1- I/P,pc.

6)

therefore calculate
intensities I as all
BMN
the same
the
entire
range, adjusting
one at time,
using
(8). The
2 entries
plotted in
5 as function of
One observes as
resu!t a typical percolation-type behavior.
is
seen
while I
only a
current”
behavior for
< 0.70,
rises dramatically
the region
this sudden

and is
up to

1.0
pure crystal

the sharp
in behavior occurring
between
and 0.90.
call this
change a

of dynamic

percoiaticn.

The

the region below the
crkcal (static) percolation concentration C,
(nearest neighbor only interactions), i.e. below
the formation of the infinite cluster (square
lattice topology). Here the BMN sensor molecules are mostly isolated inside small clusters,
which do not communicate with each other, and
thus are not accessible to the excitation. We
note that the next-nearest-neighbor
interactions
are too small to erase energy mismatches among
these small clusters (below C,). Above C, = 0.60
the BMN molecules mostly belong to the largest
cluster and thus become more easily accessible,
and the result is that a large portion of the
excitation is eventually trapped by BMN. The
quantitative aspect of trapping depends, of
course, on the relative number of BMN sites.
This is why variation in the sensor concentration
causes a shift in the dynamic percolation curve.

below C,=O.55
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Table 2
Experimental and normalized fluorescence intensities
I

0.10

0.85
0.80

0.70
0.60
0.50
0.40

0.49
0.38
0.09
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02

I normalized”

C,
actual,
averaged

c,=z3x

3.4 x 10-6
1.7x 10-5

0.999 -

0.950

0.560

3.4x

0.989

0.760
0.190
0.098
0.025
0.014

0.510
0.100
0.025
0.016

5.1

10-5

x 10-5

6.8x10-’
1.0x IO-’
1.4x lo-=
1.7x lo-”
2.1 x lo-”

10”’

c.440
0.251

0.068
0.038
0.028
0.071

c,=

1 x lo-+

0.010

C,= 5 x 10e5

c.009
0.007

0.007

‘I Seetext.

A similar behavior is observed when the
higher temperature
(4.2 K) data are treated the
same way and plotted in fig. 6. Variation of C,
alters this behavior slight!y, within rhe
mentioned range, and this dependence can be
clearly seen in fig. 5. BMN saturated ternary
crystats have been previously studied [33,34],
and a BMN concentration of 1 X !OA3yields a
“percolation” threshold at about 9.40 to 0.60
guest fraction. It is seen that as the sensor
concentration decreases the dynamic percolation
concentration moves to higher C, values. It is
because of this dependence on rhe sensor

concentration that the problem is dynamic in
nature. rather than static (where the sensor

Fig. 5. Experimental 1 = IJI,,I ‘iersus C, at 1.8 K. The
quantities I are plotted as a function of C,, normalized
according fo the discussion, in order to achieve the same
supertrap concentration in the whole guest range. ‘The
dynamic percolation concentration is a function of the
supertrap concentration, and it occurs in the region of about
0.80 for the range of concentrations of our experiments.

concentration is not important, when the crystal
is saturated with BMN). To understand this
behavior one has to look at the results of the
static percolation problem as being a limiting
case of the more general dyna_+c percolation
problem.
Focusing on naphthalene, it is well known
(431 that the strongest interaction occurs along
the k$ (a k6) direction which is thar of the
interchange equivalent molecnlar sites. Therefore, it is reasonable, to a first approximation,
to consider a square laitice topology, i.e. each
site having four nearest neighbors, all at equal
distances and on the same p!ane. In this case an
infinite cluster appears at C, = 0.593, and this
critical concentration value C, is where the
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between the number of sensors and registration
on one hand, and the iifetime of the
excited state on the other. The latter parameter
is ,a constant for the system, so we see that the
only adjustable quantity for a steady-state
experiment is the sensor concentration. The
region of interest is abow 0.70 guest mole
fraction, because as is seen in fig. 3 there the
transport and supertrapping are relatively
efficient within the lifetime. Below this concentration, because of the cluster distribution [3lj,
the finiteness of the lifetime precludes significant energy supertrapping.
It has been shown [36] th2t the increase of
the sensor registration probability with C, shows
a strong dependence on the frequency of
phonon scattering as expressed by a parameter
describing the coherence len$h distribution in
the pure crystal. An important result was that
the long range transport was favored by large
coherence values (parameter I) at high C,, but
was hindered at lower C, (but a C, which is still
well above the critical percolation concentration). We thus invoke the coherence property
(1) 2nd search for a value that gives a C,
dependence of transport that best agrees with
our experimental results assuming that the
parameter I is concentration independent (see
below).
The registration probability (proDability for
trapping) by a sensor is given by [compare eq.

efficiency

$
d

8
d

H

x
z
d

Fig. 6. Eapecimenta!
in fig. 4, hu; now the

I =1,/I,,,,

versus C, at 4.2 t<.

Samezs

temperature is 1.1 K. See previous

figure.

“insulator-to-conductor”
shift may first occur.
In a real crysta!, if the sensor concentration is
high enough, then the registr2tion efficiency will
parallel the ciuster growth, because in this case
the abundance of sensors guarantees that at
C, = 0.543 where the infinite cluster appears a11
excitation failing into this cluster will indeed be
trapped by some supertrap, and 2s it was
mentioned ear!& [33j, this “static case” is
indeed observed for C, = I x lo-‘.
We focus attention now on the other limit,
where the number of sensors present is !ow, 2nd
therefore very critical. Our basic assumption
here is that upon excitation the time e!ement
becomes important. The excited state has a we11
known iifetime, and it is within this lifetime that
excitation can reach the sensors. If this does not
happen the excitons decay to the ground nate
from the guest level, rather than from the
supertrap. In effect, there is a competition

(611:
P, = FJ I-

exp (-C,yn,/C;)]_

(9)

As we discussed earlier the experimental quantity I is a direct measure 0: PS. Then, solving
for yn, (the effective number of sites visited)
we get:
yn, = -(C&J

log (1 -I/Fu?).

(IO)

Table 3 contains these quantities as a function
of guest concentration.
The trapping efficiency, y, is an important
parameter at this point. It is simply a meaSure
of the CIGSS section for trapping. The energy
gap in this case is of the order of 400 cm-‘,
which is an extremely high thermal barrier at
liquid helium temperatures. Our hopping mode!
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Table 3
Number of sites visited in simulation

c,

Experimental

and experimental

effective

number of sites visited

-

nm

VIII

0.99
0.95

0.90
0.55
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.6C.

33600
42700
11550
1830
820
350
250
160

I=1

1=1O,sd=3"'

!=2i,sd=3

1=25,sd=8

I=lOO,sd=30

44710
43390
40320
31120
28063
22730
15275
3843

9822G
92530
76-UG
65900
40750
27230
7219

107500
91390
67000
-k3G
1190

107350
93080
74877
59600
30730
11848
2478

103100
82550
66270
31970
Ii300
1916

*'sd=srandarddeviarion.
assumes an upper limit for y of the order of 1.

lesser degree. For example, the greatest varia-

and this is true only when trapping is extiemely
efficient_ Values of y > 1 have been reported
[3,46] in the literature, but experimehtal evidence [38] seems to be in conflict with these
assertions. We also assume here that for BMN y
is not a function of C,. Ah fluorescence spectra,
in the entire C, range, exhibit a BMN band
with the same characteristics in all cases (i.e.
same frequency and similar phonon side bands),

tion of y for the I= 100 case is about a factor
of 6, while the i = 1 shows a factor of about 50.

which is at least consistent with this latter

assumption (the BMN, GoHe and CloDa
phonons are all in the amalgamation limit [G]).
The quantities yn,,, are calculated (table 3)
using the normalized experimental intensities
for the entire C, range_ We then test several
coherence models using the n, results reported
earlier [37]. We solve for y and plot y versus
Ca for I distributions with average values 1, 25,
and 100 (gaussian distributions with standard
deviation sd = 0, 3.0, and 30.0, respectively). As
it can be seen from table 3, the cases of I = 10,
sd = 3, and I= 25, sd = 8 produce results similar
to the I= 100, sd = 30 case, and, therefore, are
not plotted in the same plot, for simplicity. The
results are given in fig. 7. As it is seen from this
figure y is not constant for any of the cases.
When the distribution of 1 values is constant
(i.e. the standard deviation is about l/3 the I
value) I= 1 shows a constant increase as C,
increases, while 1= 10, 1= 25, 1= 100, show the
same trend, although not constant, to a much

For the case of I= 25 and sd = 3.0 this agreement is better than a factor of 2.
In fig. 8 we plot calculated probabilities for
trapping according to the discussion above for
the cases of I = 1, I= 25 (sd = 3-O), and i = 25
(sd = 8.0) together with the experimental I
results at 1.8 K. Here, the trapping efficiency is
taken to be 1. Again, the 1= 25 (sd = 3.0) case
fits rather weil, whiie the I = 1 case is clearly

different. Note that I = 100 (sd = 30) gives the
same result as I = 25 (sd = 8).
These coherence lengths (expressed in nearest
neighbor lattice units) correspond to a minimum
coherence time of 10 ps, with values such as
50 ps in agreement with this pi’cture [32,35]
(using the accepted nearest-neighbor transfer
time of about [38] 1 ps). Energywise this is
equivalent [47] to a maximum homogeneous
linebroadening of about 0.2 to 1 cm-‘.
The coherence length and its distribution are
both important factors, and in a way related to
each other. The theme of this work is to show
that the experimental data suggest explicitly the
existence of coherence by showing that the I = 1
case does nor fit the data. However, these data
cannot lead to any refined decisions about the
exact value of 1 and its distribution.
The relation between the coherence 1 and the
distribution that its values are likely to have has
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Fig. 7. Trapping efficiencyas a function of C,. The trapping
etiidencies are plotted as e function of C, for different %ypes
of walks. Ore is iooking fcr a hehavior that Traysmore IX
less constant in the total range of the zuest concentration.
The eficiency of the random walk in each cLFe determines
[he derived rrapping eficicaq according to tte formalism of
eq. (5). The cases of 1= 10, sd = 5. and I = 25, sd = Y
produce results similar to the ! = 100. sd = 30 case and are
omitted from this plot far simplicity. Here the triangle refers
to the case I= 1, the star to the case 1=25 W = 3.0).2nd
rhe cross 10 i = 100 fwiih sd=30.0).

Fig. 8. Rqirrration probability as a function of C,. The
registration probabilities are plotted as a function of C,
according to the discussion of section 3. Several different
walks arc employed as shown in the figure. ‘l?w experimenral inrensities are also plotted on the same scale for
comparison. One can see that the actual behavior xrongly
depends on the parameters of the random walk. and in
particular on the coherence, f, and its standard deviation, sd.
The case of 1= 100. sd = 30 produces resulrs at this point
that are very close 10 the case [ = 25, sd = S. The temperature here is 1.8 K, and the trapping efficiency is taken for
convenience to be 1.

also been of interest [48] from a different point
of view. Simple criteria can be set that establish
the connection. For example, for an established
number of 1 correlated steps, the equation y =
exp (-x/!) describes the probability at any
instance that a number of x (where x is a variable inieger) correlated steps is fol!owed. The
relation between x and I can be set arbitrarily;
for example, establish such a connection by
imposing that the area under the y = exp (-x/l)
curve from (1-x) to (1-t-x) is equal to the
remaining area, i.e.. the portion from 0 to x
pIus the portion from (1+x) to infinity. ‘This

results in l/x = 1.6. Of course,
different criteria could be set resulting in a
different l/x ratio. For some of our calculations
we have used a ratio of about 3, which is within
a factor of 2 if the above condition is obeyed.
The effect of topology has also been previously discussed. The general conclusion is that
the larger the coordination number (the number
of bonds), the higher the visitation efficiency
(and the calculared quantity P). This effect is
shown in figs. 2,4 and 5 of our recent paper
[36], where the number of bonds grows from 4
to 6 to 8. This shows that if we include any
condition
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interactions in addition to the four nearest
neighbor ones the dynamic percolation curve
shifts to the left (from that in fig. 7), and gives a
greater discrepancy with the experimental
results. This is reasonable because it has previously been shown [49] that the naphthalene
system is nearly a 2-dimensional system in
regard to energy transfer, and the non-nearest
neighbor interactions are smaller. The faG: tha?
the latter interactions are of drastically reduced
relevance near Cc has been shown by Kopelman
et al. [34], and is caused by an energy mismatch
which has been neglected in our simulations

presence of C-13, etc.) 17, 45, 611. However, we
note that the narrowest linewidths measured for
this system, on carefully prepared samples. have
been [62] about 0.3 cm-‘, and the extrapolated
phonon-caused homogeneous licebroadening is
an order of magnitude smaller [SO]. Thus, there
appears to be good apreement between the
lower Iimit to the first stnglet exciton coherence
time derived from spectral linewidths and that
derived here from the exciton percolation
method [32] (see discussion). On the other
hand, we emphasize that our “coherence
length” is but a measure of “hopping cor-

here (see below).

relation”.

The coherence times derived above should be
mostly due to exciion-phonon scattering
because effects due to impurity and/or imperfection scattering should be negligible in systems
where 1040% of the sites are aiready built-in
scatterers (“host”). We emphasize here that the
host scattering is explicitly accounted for in the
computer simulation [2,36] and does nof affect
the parameter I, and the “scattering time“
derived from it. The latter two pertain to pure
guest (or host) systems. We thus assume that
our scattering time represents the excitonphonon scattering time”. On the other hand,
usually ordinary spectroscopic linebroadening
measurements only give upper limits to the
exciton-phonon (homogeneous) linebroadening
because of the always possible contributions
from inhomogeneous linebroadening, owing to
lattice imperfections. Also part of the homogeneous broadening is due to other factors (e.g.,

refuted-hopping-ntodel

* We assume that the exciton-phononcouplingis the same
for pure CIOH,and for mixed C,,,H,/CtoD, crystals. The
phonons of CroHBand CioDBare in the amalgamation
limit [AS] throughout the whole concentration range, as
has been amply demonstrared from Raman and farinfrared studies [66]. The minute xnounts of BktN in out
sample do not change this situation because: (1) BMN
and naphthalene are also [65] in the amalgamation limit.
(2) The amcunts of BMN in these samples are less than
in most “pure” naphthalene samples. (3) Studies of the
BMN phonon sideband [67] have shown no localized
phonons and no changes with guest concentration
(C,,,H,/C,,D,). As to notions that in a pure C,,H, caystal the wavevector conservation effects (due to translational symmetry) will cause ditirrent phonon scatiering

as discussed

by us in terms of a cor-

[33.37].

We expand somewhat on our model. We
believe that “correlated hopping” can describe
the situation between the !i.mit of “incoherence”
(hopping model) and the limit of “coherence”
(band model). While in small clusters (dimers) it
is easy to talk about “coherence“, the situation
in a pure crystal may be different [65]. We
believe that the model of “correlated

hopping”

applied to both “neat” crystals (at finite
temperatures) and to mixed crystals (high C,). It
is an alternative to the use of the band model
can 5e

for both neat and mixed (high C,) crystals. Thus
the correlated hopping enables us, at least in
principle. to separate impurity scattering from
phonon scattering in mixed (high C,) crystals.
We note that usually “coherence” in this fie!d
means band motion,

i.e. D =(u.&)=(I~~ii’),

with ok, lk and Q the exciton k states velocity,
free path and (phonon) scattering time, while
than in the ternary cty%af. we remind the reader that
‘-pure” C,,H, always contains about 11% mole of
monocarbon-13-naphthalrne
(“C”C&).
and usually
contains 10-100 times more BblN than our samples. In
addition, “pure” CIUDB
usuallycontains abaut 10% mole
of C,&H
as uelt as 11% ‘3C”C,D, and 10-100 times
more BMN than our samples. Thus we believe that our
ternary crystals have as much effective translational
symmetry (as far as the phonons are concerned) as socalled pure naphrhalene crystals and thus have effectively
the same exciton-phonon interactions and scattering.
Therefore, our parameter 1 should be valid for pure. perfect naphthalene as well as for our experimentally studied
samples.
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incoherence means hopping, i.e. D = W, where
W is the (clearest neighbor) hopping rate, which
in the Holstein mcdel is W==p’oO with p the
nearest neighbor m&ix element and w. a
vibrational frequency. At high C,, at these low
temperatures, the exdton band states may be
close to being eigenstates so that a band picture
with coherence in the above range may be
almost correct. However, the band model,
which originally impiied totaily coherent Bloch
states. has after, been pushed to rhe extreme of
an & approaching one lat:ice unit, which is
essentially the incoherent hopping limit. Here
we start from the opposite limit of incoherent
hopping I = 1 (meaning lk = one lattice unit),
and progress towards the limit 0: full coherence
via the device of “hop.cing corre!ation”, which
enables a simple computer simulation of the
semicoherent cast with an ictermeciiate ik. This
model has the advantage of easy adaptation to
binary lattices (well above C,). The re!ative
merits of this and other models will have to face
further tests. Conceptually our model gives the
particle a partial directional memory, in some
analogy to memory functions [53].

4. Temperature

effects

Fig. 6 shows OUTexperimental results for
1.2 K temperature. These data were analyzed in
a similar fashicn to thr 1.8 K case, and they
were recorded on the same samples, usually on
the same day. At this stage this effect wi!l be
treated only qualitatively. We observe that J is
greater in all cases at 4.2 i( than at 1.8 K. All
theoretical mxiels [S, 32,511 predict that a
continuous change of the character of motion
occurs from purely coherent to purely incoherent with increasing temperature. l%e
increased exciton-phonon coupling causes now
more scattering events per unit time, which
effectively do not allow I to “build-up” to
hiher values. This results in smaller coherence
lengths at higher temperatures. Small coherence
lengths, throughout most of the guest region
(except when approaching the neat crystal
limit), have a higher visitation efficiency, which

in turn increases the probability of trapping by
the supertrap. Therefore, I should indeed
increase at 4.2 K. The situation, however, may
be more complex.
In general, we have “phonon-assisted-correlated hopping”. In particular, the cluster distribution in these binary systems, at certain
concentrations, produces a very complex terrain
of sizes and shapes. In prfnciple, al1 molecular
energy levels have the same energy, but in these
binary systems an energy mismatch occurs
because of the cluster characteristics_ We performed some simple calculations on small size
clusters, and found that indeed this is the case.
This results in a variety of shallow traps, where
the temperature effect will be mostly
pronounced. At the higher temperature
detrapping can occur, which further increases
the experimental quantity I. This effect may be
pronounced between C, (0.593) and about C, =
0.70. It is most important at or below C,, as
discussed elsewhere [63]. However, it should nor
affect much the transport at high C’,, our main
region of inierest.
Let us focus now on the high guest concentrations, say above C, = 0.95. Here one expects
that the high I walk is more efficient than [= 1.
Therefore, the low temperature spectra should
show a higher I. However, as the temperature
increases to 4.2 K the coherence length may be
reduced, but not quite down to total incoherence. This means that, for example, if I=
1000 at 1.8 K and I = 100 at 4.2 K we do not
expect any differences. Within our model, as it
was mentioned earlier, the cases I = 100 and I =
1000 show pretty much the same behavior in
this region, so our test is still too rough. One
would have to get very close to C, = 1.0, i.e.
meticulously test the region of 0.95-0.995 mole
guest fraction, at several temperatures, before
any distinction between these 1 values couid be
made. For instance, at 0.995, an I = 10 and an
I = 100 case would show different behavior,
which quantitatively would determine the
proper value at each temperature. This project
is reserved for the future.
A more extended temperature range, perhaps
to boiling nitrogen or room temperatures, could
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be informative in principle_ However, our
system, because of the fixed ener,v gaps, would
not be proper. One needs to choose a diflerent

a quantum mechanical formalism based on diatomic lattices where the exiton-phoncn interaction is the important parameter. In his theory

trap instead of the BMN. that lies lower in
ener,T to produce a deeper ener=y gap. At the

he describes the energy transfer as a series of
tunnelings of the poiaron (having a certain
coherence length). Munn and Silbey [5, 13,641

higher temperatures the problem of energy
detrapping from the supertrap back to the guest
level may complicate the calculations of
intensity ratios. Fit,
we estimate the probability for this to happen: At room temperature

for the 400 cm-’ gap and an average supertrap
concentration of C, = 1 x lo-” the fraction will
be (C$C,) exp [-E(gap)/kTJ,
which is about
1500, while at 77 K it is about 5. This is why a
molecule with diRerent ener_z level must be
chosen for such a study. Another important
question is how good a scatterer will C,,_J& be
when it can be easily excited by a thermalization of the C,,H, exciton. Certainly the exciton
percolative transport (avoiding host sites) will
approach a diffusive form of transport at high
temperature.
We conclude that the higher temperature
experiments (4.2 K) agree qualitatively with the
general picture of coherence we presented
earlier, but the region investigated does not
offer any further limiting suggestions on the
degree of coherence or hopping correlation (I).

5. Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study in
which the problem of exciton “coherence” in
singIet states is quantitatively attacked without
the utilization of temperature effects. This
method owes its basis to the development
of the
percolation approach. We utilize the fact that
the correlated long hops behave difierently from
the short ones when they take place in the

labyrinths of the clusters in the lattice. This
behavior is the opposite from when there is an
“open field”, as in a perfect lattice. Because of
the system complexities it is very difficult to
describe the picture without using percolation
theory.
The idea of “coherence length” as a mean
free. path is an old one. Holstein [.52] has given

have reviewed the theoretical formalism
concentrating on the exciion-phonon coupling.
The development has many simi!arities to the
poiaron theory. The resulting solution shows
that the transfer of electronic excitation has a
wave-like (coherent) part and an incoherent
(diffusive) part. To compare with the experiment, the spectral line shapes are calculated (for
the absorption) and given in terms of the
integral of the correlation function of the dipoie
moment, To a first approximation, this results in
a lorenzian line shape. Thus, the description of
exciton migration is given here in a classical
model, where the exciton-phonon interactions
are replaced by random processes. Finally, the
quantum mechanical effects are also included in
a further refinement of the theory by adding to
the hamiltonian the molecular vibrations of each
molecule, and solving ihe equations of motion
once again. Kenkre and Knox [53] have
produced a formal&m arriving ar the same
results as Silbey, but using a different method.
They derive a generalized master equation for
the diagonal density matrix elements using projection operator techniques.
The triplet state case has been a subject of
greater discussion than the singlet state case,
and, in principle, coherence is an exciton property that could be subjected to the same treatment in both cases (taking into account the
differences in dynamics of the two states).
Harris et al. [54,56] have performed ESR
experiments in the triplet state of 1,2,4,5-tetraChIorobenzene, a well known pseudo-l-dimensional system, and have arrived at very precise
values of a minimum coherence time of 2.6 x
1O’9 s, and a minimum coherence length of
700 A. This involves a value N =2.56x lo’,
where N is the number of molecules in the
linear chain (or the average number of exciton
states pdr trap). However, a different interpretation of these experiments, and evidence
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from optical spectra and CDIMR spectra as
expiained by Davidovich [57], has indicated that
incoherent motion is not inconsistent with the
experimental evidence presented up to now.
Tf& definiteiy throws some doubts on the very
precise va!ues reported by Harris et al. (54,561.
However, Harris and Zwemer (6] con&de in
their review paper that i is several orders Gf
magnitude larger than unity, at least in some
systems (tetrachlorobenzenz, see also Diott et
al. [58] and especially Wieting and payer [3O]).
Returning to the singlet system of naphthalene, we again deal with the dangerous exercise
(see Harris and Zwemer [6], and Francis and
Kopelman [32]) of comparing results with optical linewidth studies. The most recent value for
the naphthalena singlet exciton is [5O] 0.03 cm-’
at 1.8 K. Using a sit-nple uncertainty-principle
type approach [32,3X] we get about I = 103.
This is consistent with our result [I 2 10’) if we
assume that in the pure crystal the major
contribution to the homogeneous linewidth is
due to exciton-phonon scattering (see reservation above and in Francis and Kopelman [32]).
Furthermore, we assumed that this phonon
scattering is the same for pure CloHs and mixed
Cu&,/CloHs/BMN
crystals, as the phonons of
all three components are al?irrlgumared [45,65].
This was the justification for our tentative
conclusion that the 1 values_shauId be constant
throughout our concentration range and aPPlicable to the pure naphthalene crystal. We
emphasize again that our “coherence” values i
apply only to sxciton-phonon scattering and not
to the scattering by the host (CloDs) sites. The
latter scattering is explicit!y accounted for in the
computer simulation of the correlated random
walk 136,371. FinaiIy we note tSat gur results

here are consistent with the results [59] from
our time resolved experiments ;6OJ (paper It).
In conclusion energy transport in these
systems is consisrent tiik a kinetic model
(dynamic percolation), with correlated hopping
Iirnited to the percolating c!uster and a mean
free exciton path, extrapolated to the pure
crystal, equal or larger than 100 lattice units.
Our correlated-hopping model is essentially
equivalent to a bend model at high C, CC,+ 1)

and high 1 (>lOO). At this limit one indeed
expects a temperature increase to result in an
exciton transport decrease. At the crossover
concentration [36,37] CC, = C, = 0.85 i 0.1) this
temperature etTect reverses itself, as now Lower Z
values increase the transport. Thus one
effectively gets a hopping-i&e behavior, say at
C, = 0.75, for the same I value that git-esa bandlike bekaaiorfor the pure uystai (C,-t 1). The
model thus automatically converts a negative
temperature effect for a pure crysta! into a
positive temperature effect for a highly doped
crystal. However, it should be noted that additiona~ temperature assistance effects may
become important as the increased doping
reduces the donor concentration (C& tow&s
the percolation concentration (C,). These are
phonon-assistance effects dne tc ener@
mismatches between various clusters, as
mentioned above and discussed before [32,63].
However, the importance of these effects is

expected to diminish progressively witt C,, as
the percolating (infinite) cluster annexes all
small clusters and becomes the dominant donor
(guest) feature, eventually approaching a pure
donor crystal. In summary, this paper (I)
neglects the thermally assisted exciton hopping
(this point is under further study) and (2)
invokes a picture according to which exciton
scattering by phonons reduces transport, exciton
scattering by host sites (a&raps) reduces
transport as well, but where a combination of
host scattering and phonon scattering may
increase transport, relative to the same host
scattering with no phonon scattering. The
experimental results appear to be consistent
with this model, but further studies are necessary to test its physical reality.
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